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Abstract—To determine the transmission strategy for the
joint wireless information and energy transfer (JWIET) in
the MIMO interference channel (IFC), the information access
point (IAP) and energy access point (EAP) require the channel
state information (CSI) of their associated links to both the
information-decoding (ID) mobile stations (MSs) and energy-
harvesting (EH) MSs (so-called local CSI). In this paper, to
reduce the feedback overhead of MSs for the JWIET in two-
user MIMO IFC, we propose a Geodesic energy beamforming
scheme that requires partial CSI at the EAP. Furthermore, in
the two-user MIMO IFC, it is proved that the Geodesic energy
beamforming is the optimal non-cooperative strategy under local
CSIT assumption. By adding a rank-one constraint on the
transmit signal covariance of IAP, we can further reduce the
feedback overhead to IAP by exploiting Geodesic information
beamforming. Under the rank-one constraint of IAP’s transmit
signal, we prove that Geodesic information/energy beamforming
approach is the optimal non-cooperative strategy for JWIET in
the two-user MIMO IFC. We also discuss the extension of the
proposed rank-one Geodesic information/energy beamforming
strategies to general K-user MIMO IFC. Finally, by analyzing the
achievable rate-energy performance statistically under imperfect
partial CSIT, we propose an adaptive bit allocation strategy for
both EH MS and ID MS.
Index Terms—Joint wireless information and energy transfer,
MIMO interference channel, Geodesic beamforming, Limited
feedback
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, there has been a lot of interest to
transfer energy wirelessly and recently, radio-frequency (RF)
radiation has become a viable source for energy harvesting.
Furthermore, due to the popularity of sensors, IoT, smart
phones and various energy-consuming applications, the battery
limitation of wireless devices becomes one of the main prac-
tical challenges in modern wireless communication system.
Accordingly, the 4th generation (4G) and beyond 4G standards
also consider ways to address battery limitations (e.g. device-
to-device communications) [1]. In addition, wireless power
consortium was established and is working toward the global
standardization of wireless charging technology [2].
Because RF signals carry information as well as energy,
“joint wireless information and energy transfer (JWIET)” has
attracted significant attention very recently [3]–[13]. Most pre-
vious works have studied the fundamental performance limits
and the optimal transmission strategies of the JWIET under
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ideal environments (i.e., perfect full channel state information
at the transmitter (CSIT))1. For example, assuming the perfect
knowledge of full CSIT, the downlink of a cellular system with
a single base station (BS) and multiple mobile stations (MSs)
has been investigated in [5], the cooperative relay system
in [8], the broadcasting system in [3], [4], and the multi-
user SISO OFDM system in [14]. In addition, there have
been several studies of JWIET in the interference channel
(IFC) [10]–[13]. Because the interference has different impacts
on the performances of information decoding (ID) (negative
impact) and energy harvesting (EH) (positive impact) at the
receivers, the design of suitable transmission strategies for
JWIET is a critical issue especially in IFC. Furthermore, the
transmission strategy heavily relies on the knowledge of CSIT.
For example, to determine the transmission strategy for JWIET
in the MIMO IFC, the information access point (IAP) and
energy access point (EAP) require the CSI of their associated
links to both the ID MSs and EH MSs (i.e. so-called local
CSI). However, in a practical system, the acquisition of full
CSIT incurs a large system overhead and is more challenging
in the MIMO IFC. There exist few papers that address JWIET
with partial CSIT (mainly, the long-term correlation) and
robust beamforming schemes accounting for the imperfect full
CSIT [15], [16]. In [15], MISO downlink broadcasting channel
with three nodes - one BS, one ID MS, and one EH MS - is
considered, while in [16], a single user MISO uplink channel
is considered.
In this paper, we address how to reduce the feedback
overhead in a two-user MIMO IFC, where one IAP and
one EAP coexist by sharing the same spectrum resource
and serve one ID MS and one EH MS, respectively, in a
fully distributed manner. We note that, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, it is the first time that the partial CSIT is
treated in MIMO IFC accounting for JWIET. Interestingly,
we can prove that our proposed non-cooperative strategy
with partial CSIT is optimal, contrary to the one currently
known in the literature [12] that are suboptimal2. Because the
pseudo-random chaotic waves can be utilized to increase the
energy harvesting efficiency [17], the interference from EAP
is assumed not decodable at the ID MS as in [12]. Then,
1Throughout the paper, the full CSI indicates the instantaneous channel
matrix, itself. In contrast, the partial CSI indicates the partial information
obtained from the full CSI (e.g., the largest singular value/the associated
singular vector of the channel matrix or its long-term statistical information).
If the (full/partial) CSI is exact (not contaminated by noise or quantization),
it is then referred as perfect CSI.
2Throughout the paper, the notion of optimality is under the assumption
that the transmitters are non-cooperative and operate in a distributed manner
with local CSIT, unless stated otherwise.
2the EAP may create a rank-one beam with the aim to either
maximize the energy harvested at the EH MS (maximum
energy beamforming, MEB) or minimize the interference
at the ID MS (minimum leakage beamforming, MLB). In
[12], it is proved that to achieve the optimal rate-energy
(R-E) performance, the energy transmitter should follow a
rank-one beamforming strategy with a proper power control.
Accordingly, we first propose a rank-one Geodesic energy
beamforming scheme that requires partial CSI at the EAP
(mainly, several singular vectors of its associated channel
matrices). Here, EAP steers its rank-one beam on the Geodesic
curve between MEB and MLB directions. Interestingly, the
rationale behind the signal-to-leakage-and-harvested energy-
ratio (SLER) beamforming developed in [12] can be explained
in terms of Geodesic beamforming, but, contrary to the
Geodesic beamformer, SLER requires the full CSI of the links
to both ID MS and EH MS at the EAP. Furthermore, we
prove that the Geodesic energy beamforming scheme is the
optimal strategy in the two-user MIMO IFC. Next, by adding
a rank-one constraint on the transmit signal covariance of IAP,
we can further reduce the feedback overhead to IAP. Here,
we propose a Geodesic information beamforming scheme.
Under the assumption of the rank-one constraint of IAP’s
transmit signal, we prove that the Geodesic information/energy
beamforming approach is the optimal strategy for JWIET
in the two-user MIMO. Motivated by [13], the extension
of the proposed Geodesic information/energy beamforming
strategies to the general K-user MIMO IFC is discussed.
Note that to exploit the proposed Geodesic information/energy
beamforming, the necessary partial CSI at IAP and EAP is
composed of, mainly, the unitary vectors associated with their
links to both ID/EH MSs and they can be efficiently quantized
using random vector quantization (RVQ) codebooks [18], [19].
Finally, by analyzing the achievable rate-energy performance
statistically under the imperfect partial CSIT due to the RVQ,
we propose an adaptive bit allocation strategy for both ID/EH
MSs that is a function of the path loss and Geodesic angles.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we introduce the system model for the two-user MIMO
IFC. In Section III, we discuss the transmission strategies –
MEB, MLB, and SLER – when full local CSIT is available
at both IAP and EAP. In Section IV, we present the Geodesic
energy beamforming when partial CSIT is available at EAP.
In Section V, when the IAP opts for the rank-one information
beamforming, we optimize the information/energy beamform-
ing strategies jointly. In addition, we propose the Geodesic
information/energy beamforming schemes and present the ex-
tension of the proposed schemes to the general K-user MIMO
IFC. In Table I, we summarize the available CSIT and the rank
r of the transmit signal covariance at IAP and EAP. In Sections
VI, we discuss the adaptive bit allocation strategy for both
ID/EH MSs. In Section VII, we provide several simulation
results and in Section VIII we give our conclusion.
Throughout the paper, matrices and vectors are represented
by bold capital letters and bold lower-case letters, respectively.
The notations (A)H , (A)y, (A)i, [A]i, tr(A), and det(A)
denote the conjugate transpose, pseudo-inverse, the ith row,
the ith column, the trace, and the determinant of a matrix A,
TABLE I
AVAILABLE CSIT AND THE RANK r OF THE TRANSMIT SIGNAL
COVARIANCE
Section III Section IV Section V
EAP Full CSIT Partial CSIT Partial CSIT(r = 1) (r = 1) (r = 1)
IAP Full CSIT Full CSIT Partial CSIT(r  1) (r  1) (r = 1)
K-user [13] Extendable Section V.Cextension with [13]
Fig. 1. Two-user MIMO IFC in (EH1, ID2) mode.
respectively. The matrix norm kAk and kAkF denote the 2-
norm and Frobenius norm of a matrix A, respectively, and the
vector norm kak denotes the 2-norm of a vector a. In addition,
(a)+ , max(a; 0) and A  0 (resp. A  0) means that
a matrix A is positive semi-definite (resp. definite). Finally,
IM denotes the M M identity matrix and dc denotes the
rounding operation.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a two-user MIMO IFC where one IAP with
MI;T transmit antennas and one EAP with ME;T transmit
antennas, coexist by sharing the same spectrum resource and,
respectively, serve one ID MS withMI;R receive antennas and
one EH MS with ME;R receive antennas, as shown in Fig.
1.3 Without loss of generality, EAP (or, energy transmitter)
and EH MS are indexed as the first transceiver pair and
IAP (or, information transmitter) and ID MS are indexed
as the second transceiver pair. In addition, we assume that
MI;T = ME;T = MI;R = ME;R = M (i.e., the square
matrices) for the sake of readability but the same algorithms
can be straightforwardly applied/extended to general matrix
sizes. Assuming a frequency flat fading channel, which is
static over several frames, the received signal yi 2 CM1
for i = 1; 2 can then be written as
y1 = H11x1 +H12x2 + n1;
y2 = H21x1 +H22x2 + n2; (1)
where ni 2 CM1 is a complex white Gaussian noise vector
with a covariance matrix 2nIM and Hij 2 CMM is the
frequency-flat fading channel from the jth transmitter to the ith
3Our system model can generalize the scenario where an EAP is addition-
ally deployed in the conventional single-cell (information) downlink system.
Furthermore, motivated by [13], the extension to the general K-user MIMO
IFC is discussed in Section V-C.
3MS whose elements are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables (RVs)
with a unit variance for i = j and a variance ij for i 6= j.
Here, ij 2 [0; 1] describes the relative path loss of the cross
link compared to the direct link. The vectors x1;x2 2 CM1
are the energy/information transmit signals, respectively, and
they have a transmit power constraint as
E[kxjk2]  PT;j for j = 1 and 2: (2)
In this paper, PT;1 = PT;2 = P for readability purpose, and
the SNR is defined as SNR = P2n . Throughout the paper,
to ease readability, it is assumed without loss of generality
that 2n = 1, unless otherwise stated. General environments,
characterized by other values of the channel/noise power, can
be described simply by adjusting P . Throughout the paper, the
singular value decomposition (SVD) of Hij can be given as
Hij = UijijV
H
ij ; ij = diagfij;1; :::; ij;Mg; (3)
where Uij and Vij are M M unitary matrices and ij;1 
:::  ij;M .
Note that because the pseudo-random chaotic waves can be
utilized to increase the energy harvesting efficiency [17], the
interference from EAP is assumed not decodable at the ID MS
[12]. The achievable rate at ID MS, R2, is then given by [20]
R2 = log det(IM +H
H
22R
 1
 2H22Q2); (4)
where R 2 indicates the covariance matrix of noise and
interference at the ID MS, i.e.,R 2 = IM+H21Q1HH21. Here,
Qj = E[xjx
H
j ] denotes the covariance matrix of the transmit
signal at the jth transmitter and, from (2), tr(Qj)  P . At the
EH MS, the total harvested power E1 (more exactly, harvested
energy normalized by the baseband symbol period) is given
by
E1 = 1E[ky1k2] = 1tr
0@ 2X
j=1
H1jQjH
H
1j + IM
1A ;
where 1 denotes the efficiency constant for converting the
harvested energy to electrical energy to be stored [3], [21].
For simplicity, it is assumed that i = 1 and the noise power
is negligible compared to the transferred energy from either
EAP or IAP.4 That is,
E1  tr
0@ 2X
j=1
H1jQjH
H
1j
1A
= tr
 
H11Q1H
H
11

+ tr
 
H12Q2H
H
12

= E11 + E12;(5)
where Eij = tr
 
HijQjH
H
ij

denoting the energy transferred
from the jth transmitter to the ith MS. Then, the achievable
4Even though, throughout the paper, the harvested energy due to the
background additive noise at EH receiver for ease of explanation, our analysis
can be extended to the scenario of the non-negligible additive noise without
difficulty.
rate-energy region is given as
CR E(P ),
(
(R;E) : R  log det(IM +HH22R 1 2H22Q2);
EP2j=1 tr(H1jQjHH1j); tr(Qj)P;Qj0; j=1;2
)
: (6)
III. FULL LOCAL CSIT AT BOTH INFORMATION/ENERGY
TRANSMITTERS
In this section, we briefly review the JWIET transmission
strategy for two user MIMO IFC [12], assuming that both EAP
and IAP have the full knowledge of the CSI of their associated
links (i.e. the links between a transmitter and all MSs) but do
not share those CSI between them (i.e. full local CSIT). In
[12], a necessary condition of the optimal transmission strategy
has been found for the two-user MIMO IFC with one EH MS
and one ID MS, in which the energy transmitter should take
a rank-one energy beamforming strategy with a proper power
control. The optimalQ1 at the boundary of the achievable rate-
energy region has a rank one at most. That is, rank(Q1)  1.
Accordingly, the energy transmitter may steer its signal to
maximize the energy transferred to the EH MS and the cor-
responding transmit covariance matrix Q1 and beamforming
vector vE are then given by
Q1 = P1vEv
H
E ; vE = [V11]1; (7)
where 0  P1  P . Here, the energy harvested from the
first transmitter is given by P1211;1. From an ID perspective,
the energy transmitter should steer its signal to minimize
the interference power to the ID MS and the corresponding
transmit covariance matrix and beamforming vector vL are
then given by
Q1 = P1vLv
H
L ; vL = [V21]M ; (8)
where 0  P1  P . Then, the energy harvested from the
first transmitter is given by P1kH11[V21]Mk2. Because MEB
and MLB strategies are developed according to different aims -
either maximizing transferred energy to EH MS or minimizing
interference (or, leakage) to ID MS, respectively, they have
their own weakness - causing either large interference to ID
MS or insufficient energy to be harvested at EH MS. To
maximize the transferred energy to EH MS and simultaneously
minimize the leakage to ID MS, we have also introduced the
metric signal-to-leakage-and-harvested energy ratio (SLER) as
SLER =
kH11vk2
kH21vk2+max( E PkH11k2; 0)
=
vHHH11H11vk
vHk
 
HH21H21 +max(
E=P kH11k2; 0)IM

vk
; (9)
which balances both metrics - energy maximization to EH MS
and leakage minimization to ID MS, as confirmed in [12]. The
corresponding transmit covariance matrix and beamforming
vector vS that maximizes SLER of (9) are then given by
Q1 = P1vSv
H
S ; vS =
v
kvk ; (10)
4where v is the generalized eigenvector associated with
the largest generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pair
(HH11H11;H
H
21H21 + max(
E=P   kH11k2; 0)IM ). Here, v
can be efficiently computed by using a GSVD algorithm [22].
A. Optimization for the achievable Rate-Energy region
Given that Q1 is chosen among (7), (8), and (10), the
achievable rate-energy region is then given as:
CR E(P ) =
(
(R;E) : R = R2; E = E11 + E12;
R2 log det(IM+HH22R 1 2H22Q2); E12 tr(H12Q2HH12);
tr(Q2)  P;Q2  0; 0  P1  P
)
; (11)
where
E11 = !1P1;R 2 = IM + P1
21; (12)
with (!1;
21) = (kH11vpk2;H21vpvHp HH21) and p 2
fE;L; Sg for MEB, MLB, and SLER maximization beam-
forming, respectively.
Accordingly, by letting ~H22 = R
 1=2
 2 H22, we have the
following optimization problem for the rate-energy region of
(11)
(P1)maximize
P1;Q2
J , log det(IM + ~H22Q2 ~HH22) (13)
subject to tr(H12Q2HH12)  max( E E11; 0) (14)
tr(Q2)  P; Q2  0; 0  P1  P; (15)
where E can take any value less than Emax. Emax denotes
the maximum energy transferred from both transmitters, i.e.,
Emax = !1P1 + P
2
12;1 where 12;1 denotes the largest
singular value of H12. Note that because E11 in (14) and
~H22 in (13) depend on P1( P ), we identify the achievable
R-E region iteratively as:
Algo. 1. Iterative algorithm for the achievable R-E region:
1) Initialize n = 0, P (0)1 = P ,
E
(0)
11 = !1P
(0)
1 ;R
(0)
 2 = IM + P
(0)
1 
21: (16)
2) For n = 0 : Nmax
a) Solve the optimization problem (P1) for Q(n)2 as a
function of E(n)11 and R
(n)
 2 .
b) If tr(H12Q
(n)
2 H
H
12) + E
(n)
11 >
E
P
(n+1)
1 = max

P
(n)
1  ; 0

; (17)
where the step size  is given by
a value on [0;max] with max =
tr(H12Q
(n)
2 H
H
12)+!1P
(n)
1   E
!1
.
c) Else if, tr(H12Q
(n)
2 H
H
12) + E
(n)
11 =
E, then,
P
(n+1)
1 = 1P
(n)
1 ; where 1(< 1) is a power
reduction factor.
d) Update E(n+1)11 and R
(n+1)
 2 with P
(n+1)
1 similarly
to (16).
3) Finally, the boundary point of the achiev-
able R-E region is given as (R;E) =
(log det(IM + ~H22Q
(Nmax+1)
2
~HH22); E
(Nmax+1)
11 +
tr(H12Q
(Nmax+1)
2 H
H
12)).
In Step 2 of Algorithm 1, the optimization problem (P1) with
E
(n)
11 and R
(n)
 2 can be tackled with two different approaches
according to the value of E, i.e., 0  E  E11 and E11 <
E  Emax, where we have dropped the superscript of the
iteration index (n) for notation simplicity. For 0  E  E11,
(P1) becomes the conventional rate maximization problem for
single-user effective MIMO channel (i.e., ~H22) [12] resulting
in the maximum achievable rate for the given rank-one strategy
Q1. For E11 < E  Emax, the optimization problem (P1)
can be solved by a “water-filling-like” approach similar to
the one appeared in the joint wireless information and energy
transmission optimization with a single transmitter [3]. That
is, by defining the Lagrangian function of (P1) can be written
as
L(Q2; ; ) = log det(IM + ~H22Q2 ~H
H
22)
+(tr(H12Q2H
H
12)  ( E E1))  (tr(Q2)  P );
and the corresponding dual function as g(; ) =
max
Q20
L(Q2; ; ), the optimal solution is computed from [3],
[23]
Q2 = A
 1=2 ~V022 ~
0 ~V0H22A
 1=2; (18)
where ~V022 is obtained from the SVD of the matrix
~H22A
 1=2, i.e., ~H22A 1=2 = ~U022 ~
0
22
~V0H22 . Here, ~
0
22 =
diagf~022;1; :::; ~022;Mg with ~022;1  :::  ~022;M  0 and
~
0
= diagf~p1; :::; ~pMg with ~pi = (1 1=~0222;i)+, i = 1; :::;M .
The parameters  and  minimizing g(; ) can be solved by
the subgradient-based method [3], [24], where the subgradient
of g(; ) is given by (tr(H12Q2HH12)   ( E  E1); P  
tr(Q2)). Because (13) is concave over Q2 and monotonically
decreasing with respect to P1, we can easily find that every
superlevel set fQ2; P1jJ(Q2; P1)  g for  2 R is convex.
That is, (13) is quasi-concave [23] and, because Algorithm 1
converges monotonically, the converged solution of Algorithm
1 is globally optimal under the local CSIT with a fixed energy
beamforming strategy [25]. See also [12] for the details. If we
set the maximum power PT;1 as 0, Algorithm 1 for the MIMO
IFC boils down to that for the MIMO BC in [3].
Remark 1: Note that the iterative Algorithm 1 for the op-
timization of the covariance matrices requires full local CSIT
at both energy/information transmitters. That is, at the energy
transmitter, the channel matrices of H11 and H21 are required
in the computation of !1 and, at the information transmitter,
the channel matrices of H12 and H22 and the interference co-
variance matrix R(n) 2 are required in the optimization of Q
(n)
2 .
Here, R(n) 2 can be estimated in ID MS and reported to the
IAP. In the same manner, the E(n)11 needs to be measured and
reported for P1 to be adjusted. Note that the feedback overhead
of several scalar values such as the target harvested energy E,
E
(n)
11 , and tr(H12Q
(n)
2 H
H
12) are negligible compared to that
of the channel matrices. In the next section, motivated by the
fact that the SLER maximization beamforming creates a rank-
one unit-norm beam with a direction softly bridging MEB and
5MLB, we develop a Geodesic geometry based beamforming,
which reduces the feedback overhead to the energy transmitter.
IV. PARTIAL CSIT AT ENERGY TRANSMITTER: GEODESIC
GEOMETRY BASED FEEDBACK REDUCTION
A. Preliminary: Geodesic geometry
Given two points on a manifold, a geodesic is the shortest
curve on the manifold between two points. For example, for
two points on M -dimensional Euclidean space, the geodesic
is a line connecting the two points. In contrast, for two points
on M -dimensional unit-norm Euclidean space, the geodesic
is the curve connecting the two points on the M -dimensional
unit-norm sphere. Then, for any two vectors, v1 and v2 in
fvjkvk2 = 1;v 2 CM1g, the vector between them can be
computed by using geodesic geometry as [26]
vg() = v1u1 cos()  (v1)?u2 sin(); (19)
where u1 is the phase difference between v1 and v2, obtained
from
vH1 v2 = u1 cos1; (20)
where 1 is the principal angle between v1 and v2 given
as 1 = cos 1
 jvH1 v2j. Note that this principal angle is
the Geodesic distance between v1 and v2. Here, (v1)? 2
CM(M 1) is the orthogonal completion of v1, i.e., (v1)?
spans the column null space of vT1 . In addition, 0    1
and u2 2 C(M 1)1 is a unit norm vector such that ku2k2 =
1. Because vg(1) = v2, (v1)?u2 can be given as
(v1)
?u2 = [v1u1 cos(1)  v2](sin1) 1: (21)
B. Geodesic geometry based rank-one energy beamforming
Because vp, p 2 fE;L; Sg are on the M dimensional
unit sphere and the SLER maximization beamforming create
a rank-one beam with a direction softly bridging MEB and
MLB, from (19), we can generate the Geodesic beamforming
vector as
vG(1) = vEuE cos(1)  (vE)?uL sin(1); (22)
where (vE)?uL = [vEuE cos(E)   vL](sinE) 1 and
uE =
vHE vL
jvHE vLj
. Here, E is the principal angle between vE
and vL given as E = cos 1
 jvHE vLj and 0  1  E .
Then, vG(1) can be rewritten as
vG(1) = vEuE cos(1)
 [vEuE cos(E) vL](sinE) 1 sin(1):(23)
Interestingly, when 1 goes to 0 (resp, E), vG(1) becomes
close to MEB vector (resp, MLB vector) and we can have
the following propositions, which are useful to show the
optimality of Geodesic beamforming in Proposition 3 and
Theorems 1 and 2. Their proofs are given in Appendix A.
Proposition 1: The function E11(1) ,
tr
 
H11vG(1)v
H
G (1)H
H
11

is monotonically decreasing
with respect to 1 for the Geodesic energy beamforming.
Proposition 2: The function IN21(1) ,
tr
 
H21vG(1)v
H
G (1)H
H
21

is monotonically decreasing
with respect to 1 for the Geodesic energy beamforming.
To evaluate the achievable region, we jointly optimize P1,
1 and Q2. The following lemma and proposition are useful in
finding the optimal  at the boundary points of the achievable
R-E region.
Lemma 1: For a positive semi-definite matrices X and S
(S 6= 0), let
f(X) , log det(IM + S(IM +X) 1): (24)
Then, the maximization of f(X) with respect to X is equiv-
alent with the minimization of det(IM +X) with respect to
X.
Proof: The proof is straightforward; thus it is omitted.
Proposition 3: The optimal o1 yielding the boundary point
of the achievable CR E for the Geodesic energy beamforming
is given by
o1 = arg
010
max (1) ,
kH11vG(1)k2
kH21vG(1)k2 ; (25)
where 0 is the largest angle satisfying PkH11vG(0)k2 =
E   E12. Note that the transferred energy from IAP, E12,
is upper bounded as E12  P212;1. If 1 is larger than 0,
resulting in small E11, there exists no feasible solution of (P1)
to satisfy the constraint (14).
Proof: See Appendix B.
Note that the range of 1 (specifically, 0) depends on E12.
Accordingly, 1 can be jointly optimized together with P1 and
Q2 by modifying Algorithm 1 as:
Algo. 2. Iterative algorithm for the achievable R-E region
for Geodesic energy beamforming:
1) Initialize n = 0 and determine (0)0 such as
arg
0
min
Ptr  H11vG(0)vHG (0)HH11  E.
2) For n = 0 : Nmax
a) Find (n)1 2 [0; (n)0 ] as (25) and update Q(n)1 =
PvG(
(n)
1 )v
H
G (
(n)
1 ) and
E
(n)
11 = tr(H11Q
(n)
1 H
H
11);
R
(n)
 2 = IM +H21Q
(n)
1 H
H
21; (26)
b) Find Q(n)2 and P
(n)
1 by using Algorithm 1 with
(26).
c) Then, update (n)0 such that
Ptr

H11vG(
(n)
0 )v
H
G (
(n)
0 )H
H
11

=
E   tr(H12Q(n)2 HH12): (27)
3) Finally, with E(Nmax)11 = P
(Nmax)
1 kH11vG((Nmax)1 )k2,
the boundary point of the achievable R-E region is given
as
(R;E) = (log det

IM + ~H22Q
(Nmax)
2
~HH22

;
E
(Nmax)
11 + tr

H12Q
(Nmax)
2 H
H
12

): (28)
Remark 2: From Proposition 1, E11 is monotonically de-
creasing with respect to 1 and accordingly, in Step 2.a) of
Algorithm 2, if 1 is larger than 
(n)
0 , resulting in small
6E11, there exists no feasible solution of (P1) to satisfy the
constraint (14). Thanks to Proposition 1, in Step 1 and Step
2.c of Algorithm 2, (n)0 can be efficiently found by using the
bisection method [23].
Remark 3: Note that the maximization of (1) in (25)
is analogous to the SLER beamforming. For example, when
the required energy E at the EH MS is large, the upper
bound of 1 in (25) decreases, which implies that the geodesic
beamforming becomes close to MEB vector. This observa-
tion can also be found in the SLER beamforming. That
is, when the required harvested energy is large, the matrix
HH21H21+max(
E=P kH11k2; 0)IM in the denominator of (9)
approaches an identity matrix multiplied by a scalar and the
SLER maximizing beamforming is equivalent with the MEB in
(7). However, while the SLER beamforming requires the full
CSIT of the direct/cross links at the energy transmitter, the
geodesic beamforming requires only two unit-norm vectors
of vE and vL, which can be efficiently quantized using
a codebook relying on random vector quantization [18] or
Grassmannian line packing [27]. Note that while Algorithm
1 optimizes P1 and Q2 for a fixed energy beamformer,
Algorithm 2 can optimize the energy beamforming as well
in a distributed manner based on local CSIT.
Remark 4: Together with (87) in Appendix A, (1) in (25)
can be rewritten as
(1)=
cos2(1)
2
11;1 + sin
2(1)kH11(vE)?uLk2
cos2(E 1)221;M+sin2(E 1)kH21(vL)?uEk2
:
(29)
Accordingly, to find the optimal o1, the energy transmitter
needs to know four additional scalar values of 211;1, 
2
21;M ,
kH11(vE)?uLk2, and kH21(vL)?uEk2. The last two of
them can be evaluated at each MS from two different ref-
erence signals (with (vE)?uL and (vL)?uE , respectively)
of the energy transmitter and reported back to the energy
transmitter. Note that, similarly to the way of estimating
the numerator of (29), in (26) (resp. (27)), E(n)11 (resp.
tr

H11vG(
(n)
0 )v
H
G (
(n)
0 )H
H
11

) can be evaluated at the en-
ergy transmitter with 211;1 and kH11(vE)?uLk2, while the
information of R(n) 2 in (26) is not required at the energy
transmitter.
Note that, the information transmitter still requires CSIT
of its direct/cross links to solve (P1) for Q(n)2 for given
E
(n)
11 and R
(n)
 2 in Step 2 of Algorithm 1. In Section V,
to further reduce the feedback overhead to the information
transmitter as well, we also propose the geodesic information
beamforming by introducing an additional rank one constraint
on the information transmitter.
C. Optimality of Geodesic energy beamforming for Rate-
Energy region of two-user MIMO IFC
Motivated by Proposition 3, together with Proposition 2
(rank-one optimality) in [12] or Corollary 1 in [13], we can
derive the following theorem that gives us very important
insights into the beamforming strategy that yields the optimal
boundary of the achievable rate-energy region in (6). Note that
for two-user IFC, while [12] is only focused on low/high SNR,
[13] addresses the rank-1 optimality for any SNR region.
Theorem 1: For two-user MIMO IFC (one energy
transceiver and one information transceiver), the optimal
energy beamforming vector that yields the optimal boundary
of the achievable rate-energy region in (6) lies in the Geodesic
curve between [V11]1(, vE) and [V21]M (, vL).
Proof: See Appendix C.
From Theorem 1, because the energy transmitter pursuits two
different objectives - maximize the harvesting energy at EH
MS and minimizing the interference power to ID MS, if it
should have a rank-one beamforming, then the optimal beam-
forming that yields the optimal boundary of the achievable
rate-energy region in (6) becomes the Geodesic beamforming.
Interestingly, the optimal energy beamforming vector in (23) is
a linear combination of MEB (signal maximization) and MLB
(interference minimization) vectors and it is reminiscent of the
optimal beamforming under the local CSIT in conventional
IFC which is a linear combination of a matched filter beam-
former (signal maximization) and a zero-forcing beamformer
(interference minimization) [28].
V. PARTIAL LOCAL CSIT AT BOTH INFORMATION/ENERGY
TRANSMITTERS
Before proposing the geodesic information beamforming,
we first present how to optimize the covariance matrices of
energy/information transmitters when they both use the rank-
one beamforming strategies.
A. Optimization for the achievable Rate-Energy region
Because both energy/information transmitters have a rank-
one beamforming, the achievable rate-energy region is given
as:
CR E(P ) =
(
(R;E) : R = R2; E = E11 + E12;
R2 log(1 + PwH2 HH22R 1 2H22w2);
E12PwH2 HH12H12w2; kw2k2 = 1; 0  P1  P
)
; (30)
where E11 = !1P1;R 2 = IM + P1
21 with (!1;
21) =
(kH11vG(1)k2;H21vG(1)vHG (1)HH21). Here the SLER
beamforming is not considered, because the SLER beamform-
ing requires the full CSIT at the energy transmitter. In addition,
MLB and MEB can be regarded as a special case of the
Geodesic beamforming with 1 = f0; Eg.
To evaluate the achievable region, we optimize P1, 1 and
w2 under the distributed optimization framework. However,
Proposition 3 is still valid when the information transmitters
have a rank-one beamforming. Therefore, 1 can be deter-
mined such as (25). Accordingly, we have the following
optimization problem for the rate-energy region of (30)
(P2)maximize
P1;w2
log(1 + PwH2 H
H
22R
 1
 2H22w2) (31)
subject to PwH2 H
H
12H12w2 + E11  E; kw2k2=1(32)
0  P1  P: (33)
7Because
log(1 + PwH2 H
H
22R
 1
 2H22w2) =
log(1 +
PwH2 H
H
22H22w2
1 + P1vHG (1)H
H
21H21vG(1)
); (34)
by letting  , vHG (1)HH21H21vG(1), (P2) is equivalent with
maximize
P1;w2
PwH2 H
H
22H22w2
1+P1
(35)
subject to PwH2 H
H
12H12w2+!1P1  E; kw2k2=1 (36)
0  P1  P: (37)
By introducing a new variable,
Eh , !1P1 + PwH2 HH12H12w2
( equivalently, P1 = 1!1 (Eh   PwH2 HH12H12w2)); (38)
we have
(P2a)maximize
Eh;w2
PwH2 H
H
22H22w2
1+ !1 (Eh Pw
H
2 H
H
12H12w2)
(39)
subject to Eh  E; kw2k2 = 1 (40)
PwH2 H
H
12H12w2  Eh  !1P + PwH2 HH12H12w2:(41)
Note that the objective function is monotonic decreasing with
respect to Eh. Therefore, to maximize (39) with respect to
Eh, Eh can be replaced by its lower bound in (39). From (40)
and the first inequality of (41), when PwH2 H
H
12H12w2 >
E,
the constraint of (40) becomes inactive. Then, by substituting
Eh with PwH2 H
H
12H12w2 in (39), the optimal solution w2 of
(P2a) becomes an eigen-beamforming on H22, given as
w2 = wI ; wI = [V22]1; (42)
where V22 is anMM unitary matrix form the SVD ofH22.
The corresponding P1 is equal to 0, which implies that the
energy harvested from the information transmitter is enough
to satisfy the target energy E and the energy transmitter does
not transmit any signal, therefore not causing any interference
to the ID MS. Next, when PwH2 H
H
12H12w2  E, the lower
bound of (41) becomes inactive and by substituting Eh with
its lower bound E in (39), (P2a) can be rewritten as
(P2b)maximize
w2
PwH2 H
H
22H22w2
1+ !1 (
E PwH2 HH12H12w2)
(43)
subject to kw2k2 = 1 (44)
E   !1P  PwH2 HH12H12w2  E: (45)
Because wH2 Qw2 = tr(QW2) for any matrix Q withW2 =
w2w
H
2 , by relaxing the rank constraint of W2, we can have
the following SDP relaxation problem for (P2b) as
(P2c)maximize
W20
Ptr(HH22H22W2)
tr

(1+ !1
E)I  !1 PH
H
12H12

W2
 (46)
subject to tr(W2) = 1 (47)
Ptr(HH12H12W2) E !1P; P tr(HH12H12W2) E:(48)
Note that the objective function in (P2c) is quasi-
linear and it can be transformed into a linear
program [23]. That is, by introducing new variables
W02 =
W2
tr

(1+ !1
E)I  !1 PH
H
12H12

W2
 and z =
1
tr

(1+ !1
E)I  !1 PH
H
12H12

W2
 , (P2c) can be transformed
into
(P2d) maximize
W020;z0
Ptr(HH22H22W
0
2) (49)
subject to tr(

(1+ !1
E)I  !1PHH12H12

W02)=1 (50)
Ptr(HH12H12W
0
2)  ( E   !1P )z; (51)
Ptr(HH12H12W
0
2) Ez; tr(W02)  z = 0: (52)
Since Problem (P2d) is convex and satisfies the Slater’s
condition [23], it has a zero duality gap and its Lagrangian
function is given as:
L(W02; z; ; )=Ptr(H
H
22H22W
0
2) + 
 
Ptr(HH12H12W
0
2)
 ( E   !1P )z
    Ptr(HH12H12W02)  Ez (53)
= Ptr(AW02) +
 
 E   ( E   !1P )

z;
where
A = HH22H22 + (  )HH12H12: (54)
Then, the optimal W02 can be obtained by solving the dual
problem of (P2d) as min
;0
max
W020;z0
L(W02; z; ; ) and is
given as:
W02 = w
0
2 w
0H
2 ; w
0
2 =
1

[UA]1; (55)
where UA is a unitary matrix from the EVD of A
and  is a scale factor such that the constraint (50)
is satisfied. The corresponding  and  can also
be obtained by using the subgradient-based method
[3], [24], where the the subgradient is given by
(
 
Ptr(HH12H12W
0
2) ( E !1P )z

;
 
Ez Ptr(HH12H12W02)

)
with z = tr(W02). That is, the optimal W
0
2 together with 
and  can be iteratively computed. Because (P2d) is convex,
the solution in (55) is globally optimal under the local CSIT
with the energy/information beamformers. Then, the optimal
W2 for (P2c) can be simply computed as:
W2 = w2 w
H
2 ; w2 =
1
k w02k
w02: (56)
Note that because the optimal solution for (P2c) has a rank
equal to one, (56) is also optimal for (P2b), (P2a), and
(P2) without rank-relaxation. Here, P1 can be determined as
P1 =
1
!1
( E   P wH2 HH12H12 w2). Accordingly, the iterative
algorithm for the Geodesic energy beamforming and rank-one
information beamforming can be summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algo. 3. Iterative algorithm for the achievable R-E region
for Geodesic energy beamforming and rank-one information
beamforming:
1) Compute w2 as in (42). If P wH2 H
H
12H12 w2  E,
set P1 = 0 and terminate the algorithm. Else, ini-
tialize n = 0 and determine (0)0 that minimizes
jPkH11vG((0)0 )k2   Ej.
2) For n = 0 : Nmax
a) Find (n)1 2 [0; (n)0 ] as (25), update vG((n)1 ), and
solve (P2d), resulting in Q(n)2 = P w
(n)
2 ( w
(n)
2 )
H .
8b) Then, update (n)0 such that
PkH11vG((n)0 )k2 = E  H12Q(n)2 HH12: (57)
3) Finally, determine the energy transmit power as P1 =
1
kH11vG((n)1 )k2
(maxf E   PkH12 w2k2; 0g) and the
boundary point of the achievable R-E region is given
as
(R;E) = (log det

IM + ~H22Q
(Nmax)
2
~HH22

;
kH11vG((Nmax)1 )k2 + tr

H12Q
(Nmax)
2 H
H
12

): (58)
Even though P1 is computed once in Step 3 of Algorithm 3
(c.f., in Step 2 of Algorithm 2, P1 is iteratively updated), (P2d)
in Step 2.a is actually optimized with respect to P1, implicitly,
because we have replaced P1 as (38).
Remark 5: Note that when Pw0H2 H
H
12H12w
0
2  Ez,
from (53),  minimizing max
W020;z0
L(W02; z; ; ) will be
zero. In addition, when E is small enough such that
Ptr(HH12H12W
0
2)  Ez, the subgradient of  is positive and
therefore, the value of  minimizing max
W020;z0
L(W02; z; ; )
approaches 0. That is, the optimal w2 approaches wI in (42).
In contrast, when E is large resulting in the subgradient of
 being negative, the value of  will increase. That is, the
solution approaches
w2 = wL; wL = [V12]1; (59)
where V12 is anMM unitary matrix from the SVD ofH12.
That is, the optimal w2 will approach the beamforming vector
such that the energy transferred through H12 is maximized.
B. Geodesic based rank-one energy/information beamforming
Motivated by Remark 5, we can define a Geodesic infor-
mation beamforming vector wG(2) with [V22]1(, wI) and
[V12]1(, wL) as:
wG(2) = wIuI cos(2)  (wI)?uL sin(2); (60)
where (wI)?uL = [wIuI cos(I) wL] 1 sin(I) 1. Here,
I and uI are the principle angle and the phase difference be-
tweenwI andwL, respectively, such thatwHI wL = uI cosI .
Then, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2: When the information transmitter opts for the
rank-one beamforming, the optimal beamforming vector w2
lies in the Geodesic curve between [V22]1 and [V12]1.
Proof: See Appendix C.
Accordingly, to evaluate the achievable region, we
optimize P1, 1 and 2 in a distributed manner.
Therefore, 1 can be determined such as (25) and
!1 = v
H
G (1)H
H
11H11vG(1). Then, by substituting
P1 = maxf 1!1 ( E   PwHG (2)HH12H12wG(2)); 0g from (38)
and (36) into (35), we can find the optimal 2 such that
max
02I
J(2)=
PwHG (2)H
H
22H22wG(2)
1+ !1 (maxf E PwHG (2)HH12H12wG(2); 0g)
;(61)
The iterative algorithm for the Geodesic energy/information
beamforming can be summarized in Algorithm 4.
Algo. 4. Iterative algorithm for the achievable R-E region
for Geodesic energy/information beamforming:
1) If PwG(0)HHH12H12w2(0)  E, set P1 = 0 and
terminate the algorithm. Else, initialize n = 0 and
determine (0)0 that minimizes jPkH11vG((0)0 )k2  Ej.
2) For n = 0 : Nmax
a) Find (n)1 2 [0; (n)0 ] as (25) and solve (61) for

(n)
2 .
b) Then, update (n)0 such that PkH11vG((n)0 )k2 =
E   PkH12wG((n)2 )k2.
3) Finally, determine the energy transmit power as P1 =
1
kH11vG((n)1 )k2
(maxf E   PkH12wG((n)2 )k2; 0g) and
the boundary point of the achievable R-E region is given
as
(R;E) = (log det

IM + ~H22Q
(Nmax)
2
~HH22

;
E
(Nmax)
11 + tr

H12Q
(Nmax)
2 H
H
12

): (62)
Remark 6: In algorithm 4, the information transmitter
does not need the full CSI of their channels to both en-
ergy/information receivers, but requires wI and wL. Similarly
to Remark 4, because J(2) in (61) can be rewritten as shown
at the top of the next page, to evaluate J(2), four scalar values
of 222;1, 
2
12;1, kH22(wI)?uLk2, and kH12(wL)?uIk2 are
additionally required, where (wL)?uI = [wLuL cos(I)  
wI ]
 1 sin(I) 1 and uL = uHI . The last two of them
can be evaluated at each MS from two different reference
signals (with (wI)?uL and (wL)?uI , respectively) of the
information transmitter and reported back to the information
transmitter. Note that the information transmitter does not
require the information of the interference covariance matrix
R
(n)
 2 in (26) of Algorithm 2 but requires two scalar values
!1 and , because it only needs to find 
(n)
2 for information
beamforming in (61). Note that Algorithms 3 and 4 exhibit the
same optimal R-E region under the local CSIT with the non-
cooperative energy/information beamformers (See also Fig.
4), but Algorithm 4 benefits from a further reduced feedback
overhead compared to Algorithm 3.
C. Discussion: Extension to K-user MIMO IFC
In [13], we have shown that JWIET problem in the K-
user MIMO IFC can be transformed into an equivalent two-
user MIMO IFC with additional constraints (the covariance
matrix of external interferences at the effective ID MS and
the block diagonal constraints on the covariance matrix of the
effective information transmitter, see also [13]) and the optimal
energy beamforming strategy has a rank-one beamforming.
Therefore, the Geodesic beamforming can be extended to
general K-user MIMO IFC. That is, if each energy transmitter
can find two optimal directions such that either the system
energy is maximized (energy maximum direction, EMD) or
the interference is minimized (interference minimum direction,
IMD), it can steer the beam lying on the Geodesic curve
between the EMD and IMD vectors. However, finding the
EMD and IMD vectors at each transmitter requires full local
CSIT of its associated channel links. To extend our proposed
Geodesic beamforming scheme (with a partial feedback of the
unit-norm singular vectors, i.e., either [Vij ]1 or [Vij ]M ), EAP
9J(2) =
P (cos2(2)
2
22;1 + sin
2(2)kH22(wI)?uLk2)
1 + !1
(maxf E   P (cos2(I   2)212;1 + sin2(I   2)kH12(wL)?uIk2); 0g)
;
and IAP have to estimate the EMD and IMD based on those
partial feedback information. Let us assume that we have K1
energy transceiver pairs and K  K1 information transceiver
pairs andHij is denoted as the channel from the ith transmitter
to the jth receiver. Without loss of generality, the ith MS,
i = 1; :::;K1 harvests the energy. Then, to maximize the
transferred energy to EH MSs, each transmitter should find or
estimate the singular vector associated with the largest singular
value (simply, largest singular vector) of [HT1j ; :::;H
T
K1j
]T ,
j = 1; :::;K. If the ith EH MS reports the largest singular
value and the associated singular vector of each channel matrix
from the transmitters, respectively, i.e., ij;1 and [Vij ]1 for
j = 1; :::;K, one simple approach to estimate the largest
singular vector (or, EMD) based on the partial CSIT at the
jth AP is the selection method such as
vj;EMD = [Vij ]1 such that i = arg
i=1;:::;K1
max ij;1: (63)
Or, we can compute vj;EMD as
vj;EMD = [ Uj ]1; (64)
where [ Uj ]1 is the largest left singular vector of
[[V1j ]1; :::; [VK1j ]1] diagf1j;1; :::; K1j;1g. That is, vj;EMD
is the largest singular vector of the range space of [Vij ]1,
i = 1; :::;K1.
In the ID MSs, the signals via all the cross links are the
interference signals. Therefore, each ID MS reports the largest
singular vector, [Vij ]1 (i = j) to the serving IAP and the
minimum singular vector, [Vij ]M , to the other IAPs and EAPs
(i 6= j). The feedback strategy is described in Fig. 2. Then, the
transmitters can then estimate IMD vectors based on the partial
CSIT, similarly to (63) and (64). Once EMD and IMD vectors
are estimated based on the partial CSIT, we can optimize i
and the transmit power of EAP in a distributed way to satisfy
the target harvesting energy. That is, we set i = 0 and the
transmit power of EAP as maximum. If the harvested energy
is larger than the target energy, then each EAP tilts beams
by increasing i and simultaneously reduces its power Pi to
decrease the interference to ID MSs, until the harvested energy
meets the target energy [13].
VI. ADAPTIVE FEEDBACK BIT ALLOCATION STRATEGY
FOR GEODESIC BASED ENERGY/INFORMATION
BEAMFORMING
Because vE , vL, wI , and wL are i.i.d. isotropically dis-
tributed onM dimensional unit-norm sphere, to report them to
their respective transmitters, EH MS (resp. ID MS) can utilize
the RVQ with the codebooks Ci1 , ff i1l ; l = 1; :::; 2Bi1g (resp.
Fig. 2. Feedback strategy for general K-user MIMO IFC.
Ci2 , ff i2l ; l = 1; :::; 2Bi2g), i = 1; 2 as
v^E = arg max
f11l ;l=1;:::;2
B11
jvHE f11l j;
w^L = arg max
f21l ;l=1;:::;2
B21
jwHL f21l j; at EH MS;
v^L = arg max
f12l ;l=1;:::;2
B12
jvHL f12l j;
w^I = arg max
f22l ;l=1;:::;2
B22
jwHI f22l j; at ID MS; (65)
where Bij is the number of feedback bits that is reported by
the jth MS to the ith AP and B11 +B21 = B12 +B22 = B.
Assuming that the quantized information is perfectly reported
to both energy/information transmitters with zero-delay, from
(23) and (60), the estimated Geodesic energy/information
beamforming can be given as
v^G(1) = v^E u^Ecos(1)
 [v^E u^Ecos(^E) v^L](sin ^E) 1sin(1);
w^G(2) = w^I u^Icos(2)
 [w^I u^Icos(^I) w^L](sin ^I) 1sin(2);
where ^E = cos 1 jv^HE v^Lj and ^I = cos 1 jw^HI w^Lj. Then,
the following proposition is useful to develop the adaptive
feedback bit allocation strategy for the EH MS.
Proposition 4: The energy transferred from the en-
ergy/information transmitters is lower bounded as shown at
the top of the next page. Here, 0  1  ^E and 0  2  ^I ,
respectively. Note that P1, 1, and 2 are the parameters
dependent on the target harvesting energy E.
Proof: From (87) in Appendix A,
E

P1kH11v^G(1)k2

=P1cos
2(1)E
kH11v^Ek2+
P1sin
2(1)E
h
kH11[v^E u^E cos(^E) v^L](sin ^E) 1k2
i
| {z }
(a)
; (68)
where u^E cos ^E = v^HE v^L. Here, u^E , ej ^ is the phase
difference between v^E and v^L and  ^ is uniformly distributed
on [0; 2] which implies that E[u^E ] = 0. From [18], [29], we
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E
h
P1kH11v^G(1)k2
i
 E
h
kH11v^Ek2
i
P1

cos
2
1   sin2 1

1  B(1; M
M   1 )

+MP1 sin
2
1 , Elow11 ; (66)
E
h
PkH12w^G(2)k2
i
 E
h
kH12w^Lk2
i
P

cos
2
(^I   2)  sin2(^I   2)

1  B(1; M
M   1 )

+ 12PM sin
2
(^I   2) , Elow12 ; (67)
where B(x; y) is the Beta function.
have
E
k[V11]H1 v^Ek2 = 1  2B11B(2B11 ; MM   1): (69)
In addition, from [18], v^E can be modeled as v^E =p
1  z2vE + zs, where s is a unit-norm vector isotropically
distributed in the null space of vE and z is quantization error
with E[z] = 2B11B(2B11 ; MM 1 ). Note that H11 is zero-mean
normalized Gaussian distributed and independent with v^L,
E
kH11v^Lk2 = M . Furthermore, v^L can be rewritten as
v^L = u^E cos ^Ev^E +P
?
v^E v^L; (70)
where P?v^E = IM   v^Ev^HE and u^E is independent with the
second term in (70) because u^E depends only on the inner
product of v^E and v^L. By substituting (70) into the second
expectation of (68), it is then lower bounded as shown at the
top of the next page. Therefore, we can have (66) and in a
similar way, we can also derive (67).
Note that kH11v^Ek2 =
PM
i=1 
2
11;ik[V11]Hi v^Ek2, where 211;i
and k[V11]Hi v^Ek2 are independent. Then, the first expectation
of (68) is given as
E
kH11v^Ek2 = E[211;1]1  2B11B(2B11 ; MM   1)

+E[
MX
i=2
211;ik[V11]Hi v^Ek2]: (72)
That is, the lower bound in (66) has a quite complicated form,
but, thanks to Lemma 1 in [30] and the asymptotic results for
large M such as [30]–[32]5
2B11B(2B11 ; MM 1 )  ! 2 
B11
M ; E[211;1]  ! 4M;
E[
PM
i=2 
2
11;ik[V11]Hi v^Ek2]  ! 2 
B11
M
R1
0
gHH11H11()d;R1
0
gHH11H11()d  !M; (73)
where gHH11H11() is a deterministic function given by [32], it
can be asymptotically approximated for large M as
Elow11 MP1
h
(4  3  2 B11M ) cos2 1 + sin2 1
i
: (74)
Note that, from (74), as the number of antennas or feedback
bits increase or 1 decreases, the energy transferred from the
energy transmitter will increase. Interestingly, when the num-
ber of feedback bits is zero, the transferred energy becomes
M , independent with 1. Similarly, the lower bound in (67)
can be approximated as
Elow12 12MP
h
(4 3  2 B21M ) cos2(^I 2) + sin2(^I 2)
i
;
5Note that in [30] and [32], the entries are i.i.d. Gaussian RVs with a
zero-mean and a variance of 1
M
.
Remark 7: To find the optimal B11 and B21, by substituting
B21 = B   B11 into Elow11 + Elow12 , we can search B11 max-
imizing it, numerically. Fortunately, because Elow11 + E
low
12 is
logarithmically concave, by computing rB11(Elow11 +Elow12 ) =
0, we get an optimal solution as
B11=min
8<:B;
 $
B
2
+
M
2
log
P1 cos
2 1
12P cos2(^I 2)
'!+9=;:(75)
That is, when the path loss of the cross link becomes large
(or, 12 becomes small), B11 should be increased. In addition,
when 1 is small (i.e., the energy transferred from the energy
transmitter is large), B11 should be increased. In contrast,
when P1 = 0 (i.e., the harvested energy from the information
transmitter is enough), B11 = 0 which implies that all the
feedback bits are allocated for the cross link.
The following proposition is useful to develop the adaptive
feedback bit allocation strategy for the ID MS.
Proposition 5: The channel gain of information link is
lower bounded as (76), while the interference from the energy
transmitter is upper bounded as (77) shown at the top of the
next page.
Proof: Following a similar approach as Proposition 4,
(76) can be easily derived. Note that
E

P1kH21v^G(1)k2

=P1cos
2(^E 1)E
kH21v^Lk2+
P1sin
2(^E 1)E
h
kH21[v^Lu^L cos(^E) v^E ](sin ^E) 1k2
i
| {z }
(b)
:
(78)
From [18], [29], we again have
E
k[V21]HM v^Lk2 = 1  2B12B(2B12 ; MM   1); (79)
and, from [18], v^L can be modeled as v^L =
p
1  z2vL +
zs0, where s0 is a unit-norm vector isotropically distributed
in the null space of vL and z is quantization error with
E[z] = 2B12B(2B12 ; MM 1 ). Note that
1
21
H21 is zero-mean
normalized Gaussian distributed and independent with v^E ,
E
kH21v^Ek2 = 21M . Furthermore, v^E can be rewritten
as
v^E = u^L cos ^Ev^L +P
?
v^L v^E ; (80)
where P?v^L = IM   v^Lv^HL and u^L = u^HE is independent with
the second term in (80). By substituting (80) into the second
expectation of (78), it is then upper bounded as
(b)=E

1
1 cos2 ^E
(21M cos2 ^EkH21v^Lk2)

 21M
B(1; MM 1 )
; (81)
11
(a) = E

1
sin2 ^E

cos
2
^EkH11v^Ek2 + kH11v^Lk2 u^E cos ^E v^HLHH11H11v^E 

u^E cos ^E v^
H
LH
H
11H11v^E
H
;
= E

1
sin2 ^E

M cos2 ^EkH11v^Ek2 u^E cos ^E v^HLP?v^EH
H
11H11v^E 
^
uE cos ^E v^
H
LP
?
v^E
H
H
11H11v^E
H
;
= E

1
1  cos2 ^E
(M   cos2 ^EkH11v^Ek2)

M   (1  B(1; M
M   1 ))E
h
kH11v^Ek2
i
; (71)
where the equality in (71) is from that u^E is independent with ^E and E[u^E ] = 0. In addition, the last inequality is from E[cos2 ^E ] = 1 B(1; MM 1 ) and cos2 ^E  1.
E
h
PkH22w^G(2)k2
i
 E
h
kH22w^Ik2
i
P

cos
2
(2)  sin2(2)

1  B(1; M
M   1 )

+MP sin
2
(2) , Slow22 ; (76)
E
h
P1kH21v^G(1)k2
i
 E
h
kH21v^Lk2
i
P1 cos
2
(^E   1) +
21MP1
B(1; MM 1 )
sin
2
(^E   1) , INup21 : (77)
where the last inequality is from the Jensen’s inequality of
E
h
1
1 x
i
 11 E[x] with x 2 (0; 1).
Because kH21v^Lk2 =
PM
i=1 
2
21;ik[V21]Hi v^Lk2, where 221;i
and k[V21]Hi v^Lk2 are independent, we have
E
kH21v^Lk2 = E[221;M ]E[k[V21]HM v^L]
+E[221;1]E[k[V21]H1 v^L] + E[
M 1X
i=2
221;ik[V21]Hi v^Lk2]: (82)
Then, the upper bound in (77) can be asymptotically upper
bounded for large M as
INup21 .21MP1

(1+42 B12M ) cos2(^E 1)
+sin2(^E 1)

: (83)
Note that, as 1 increases (close to MLB), cos2(^E   1)
increases, which implies that the interference upper bound is
more sensitive to the number of feedback bits. Here, we have
also utilized that E[221;M ] 
R1
0
gHH11H11()d = M in
(73). Similarly to (74), Slow22 can be approximated as
Slow22 MP
h
(4  3  2 B22M ) cos2(2) + sin2(2)
i
; (84)
Remark 8: From (83) and (84), the approximated lower
bound of SINR can be written as
Slow22
1+INup21

MP
h
(4  3  2 B22M ) cos2(2) + sin2(2)
i
1+21MP1
h
(1+42 B12M )cos2(^E 1)+sin2(^E 1)
i
, SINRlow: (85)
To find the optimal B22 and B12, by substituting B12 =
B B22 into SINRlow in (85), we can find B22 maximizing
SINRlow numerically. That is,
B22 = arg max
B222f0;:::;Bg
SINRlow: (86)
Note that, if the target harvesting energy is small and the
harvested energy from the information transmitter is enough
(P1 = 0), B22 maximizing (85) becomes equal to B. Similarly,
when the path loss of the cross link is large enough (21 ! 0),
B22 maximizing (85) also becomes equal to B. That is, we do
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Fig. 3. Achievable R-E region when full CSIT is available at IAP with
M = 4 and  = 0:6. Full CSIT is required at EAP for SLER beamforming.
not allocate feedback bits for the cross link. In contrast, when
P1 and 21 are large (the power of the interference signal
becomes large), the SINR can be increased by allocating more
bits to the cross link (i.e., by increasing B12).
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
Computer simulations have been performed to verify the
proposed schemes. Throughout the simulations, we generate
channel Hij according to the i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaus-
sian distribution with a unit variance for i = j and a variance
12 = 21 =  2 [0; 1] (the relative path loss of the cross
link compared to the direct link) as described in Section II.
In addition, the path loss of the direct links is assumed to be
10 3=2 which implies that the path loss exponent is 3 and 10m
distance between Tx i and Rx i ( 30dB = 10 log10 10 3).
The maximum transmit power is set as P = 50mW and the
noise power is 1W , unless otherwise stated.
Fig. 3 shows the achievable R-E region of four different
energy beamforming schemes - MEB, MLB, SLER maximiz-
ing beamforming, and Geodesic beamforming, when M = 4,
 = 0:6, and full local CSIT is available at both EAP and IAP.
Note that full CSIT at EAP is required for SLER maximizing
beamforming. That is, the Algorithm 1 is utilized for SLER
maximization, MEB, and MLB, while Algorithm 2 is exploited
for Geodesic beamforming. Note that we can see that the R-E
region of the Geodesic beamforming covers those of all other
beamforming schemes, which is consistent with Theorem 1
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Fig. 4. Achievable R-E region when Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 are
exploited for M = 4, (a)  = 0:6 and (b)  = 0:8.
and, as Remark 3, the SLER maximizing beamforming has
a similar R-E region with the Geodesic beamforming. The
dashed line indicates the R-E curves of the time-sharing of 1)
the full-power rank-one MEB to EH MS at both EAP and IAP
and 2) no transmission at EAP and waterfilling at IAP. Note
that MEB shows worse performance than the time-sharing
especially when the target required energy is small. That is,
because the MEB causes large interference to the ID receiver,
it is desirable that, for the low required harvested energy, the
first transmitter turns off its power in the time slots where
the second transmitter is assigned to exploit the waterfilling.
Even in these slots, EH MS can harvest energy from IAP
signal. In the remaining slots, EAP opts for a MEB with full
power and IAP transfers its information to the ID receiver by
steering its beam on EH receiver’s channel H12. Accordingly,
the transferred energy to EH MS will be maximized. In these
slots, ID MS can also receive its information from IAP.
Fig. 4 shows the achievable R-E region when the rank-one
information beamforming is utilized whenM = 4, (a)  = 0:6
and (b)  = 0:8. That is, when EAP exploits MEB, MLB,
and Geodesic beamforming, Q2 is optimally determined by
solving the optimization (P2) (Algorithm 3). In addition, the
R-E region, when the Geodesic beamforming is exploited in
both IAP and EAP (Algorithm 4), is also provided. Note that
Algorithm 3 requires full CSIT at IAP, while Algorithm 4
requires partial CSIT at both IAP and EAP. We can see that the
Geodesic beamforming in both IAP and EAP with Algorithm 4
exhibits the same performance with the optimal beamforming
with Algorithm 3. We can see that the maximum harvesting
energy with  = 0:8 is higher than that with  = 0:6 due
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Fig. 5. Achievable R-E region of Geodesic energy/information beamforming
for M = 4, K = 3, K1 = 2, and  = 0:5.
to the larger harvested energy from IAP’s signal. In addition,
even though the overall achievable rates are smaller than those
provided in Fig. 3 due to the rank-one constraint at IAP, the
maximum achievable harvesting energy is similar with that in
Fig. 3. This is because the maximum achievable harvesting
energy can be achieved when both IAP and EAP opt for the
rank-one beamforming.
Fig. 5 shows the achievable rate of the Geodesic infor-
mation/energy beamforming for M = 4,  = 0:5, and
K = 3, where two EAP and one IAP coexist. The full
local CSIT implies that the EMD is the largest singular
vector of [HT1j ;H
T
2j ]
T as discussed in Section V-C. Note that
the selection based method of (63) exhibits worse perfor-
mance than other schemes. Especially, because EMD vector
is approximated in each transmitter, the maximum harvesting
energy is smaller than those of other schemes. In contrast,
the SVD based approximation of EMD as (64) shows almost
similar performance to the full CSIT.
Fig. 6 shows the achievable rate of the Geodesic informa-
tion/energy beamforming with limited feedback when M = 6,
and (a)  = 0:3 and the target energy E = 5  10 4PW ,
(b)  = 0:6 and E = 5  10 4PW , and (c)  = 0:6 and
E = 1 10 3PW . Here we have utilized the RVQ [19] in
quantizing vE , vL, wI , and vL. As the number of feedback
bits (B) increases, the performances with limited feedback
schemes become close to that of perfect CSIT. In addition,
the adaptive bit allocation exhibits better performance than the
equal bit allocation. Interestingly, as in Fig. 6(a), when  is
small (i.e., the cross-link path loss is large), the achievable rate
saturates. This is because, when  is small, the interference
from IAP cannot contribute to the harvested energy at EH MS
effectively to satisfy the target energy. Therefore, IAP needs to
steer its information beam to EH MS and EAP performs MEB.
That is, the SINR at ID MS saturates as Tx power increases.
In contrast, when  is large, EAP can steer its energy beam to
the MLB and IAP can also steer its beam to ID MS. Therefore,
the achievable rate increases proportionally with the SNR (or,
transmit power). Similar saturation can be found in Fig. 6(c).
That is, when the required target energy is large, then the rich
interference environment is preferable to both ID/EH MSs to
satisfy energy requirement and simultaneously maintain the
information rate slope (degree of freedom).
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Fig. 6. Achievable rate when M = 6, and (a)  = 0:3, the target energy
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, to reduce the feedback overhead of MSs for
the JWIET in the two-user MIMO IFC, we have investigated
a Geodesic energy beamforming scheme that requires par-
tial CSI at the EAP. Furthermore, in the two-user MIMO
IFC, we have proved that the Geodesic energy beamform-
ing scheme is the optimal strategy. By adding a rank-one
constraint on the transmit signal covariance of IAP, we can
further reduce the feedback overhead to IAP by exploiting a
Geodesic information beamforming scheme. Under the rank-
one constraint of IAP’s transmit signal, we prove that Geodesic
information/energy beamforming approach is the optimal strat-
egy for JWIET in the two-user MIMO. Furthermore, for
the deployment of our proposed Geodesic information/energy
beamforming schemes to the general K-user MIMO IFC,
EAPs and IAPs should estimate the EMD and IMD with their
partial CSIT, which can be done by the selection/SVD based
approximations using the feedback information reported from
MSs. By analyzing the achievable rate-energy performance
statistically under the imperfect CSIT, we have proposed an
adaptive bit allocation strategy for both EH MS and ID MS.
APPENDIX A
PROOFS OF PROPOSITION 1 AND PROPOSITION 2
Note that E11(1) = kH11vG(1)k2. From (22), because
H11vE and H11(vE)?uL are orthogonal to each other, we
have
kH11vG(1)k2=cos2(1)kH11vEk2+sin2(1)kH11(vE)?uLk2
= cos2(1)
2
11;1+sin
2(1)
PM
i=2
2
i
2
11;i; (87)
where
PM 1
i=2 
2
i = 1 due to the fact that k(vE)?uLk2 = 1.
Accordingly, for 01 > 
00
1 ,
kH11vG(01)k2 kH11vG(001 )k2=211;1(cos2(01)  cos2(001 ))
+
PM
i=2 
2
i
2
11;i(sin
2(01)  sin2(001 ));
= (
PM
i=2 
2
i
2
11;i   211;1)(sin2(01)  sin2(001 )) < 0 (88)
which implies that E11(01) < E11(
00
1 ). Accordingly, f(1) is
monotonically decreasing with respect to 1.
Similarly to what is done in the proof of Proposition 1, we
can show that for 01 > 
00
1 , IN21(
0
1) < IN21(
00
1 ) (Proposition
2).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
Let J(Q1) , log det(IM + HH22(IM +
H21Q1H
H
21)
 1H22Q2): Then, from Lemma 1, the
maximization of J(Q1) is equivalent with the minimization
of P1kH21vG(1)k2, because
det(IM +H21Q1H
H
21) = 1 + P1kH21vG(1)k2: (89)
Now, let us assume that, given the optimal o1 and P
o
1 , we
have 01 such that (
0
1) > (
o
1). If kH21vG(01)k2 
kH21vG(o1)k2, then we can set P 01 = P o1 kH21vG(
o
1)k2
kH21vG(01)k2 , result-
ing in P 01kH11vG(01)k2 = P o1 kH21vG(
o
1)k2
kH21vG(01)k2 kH11vG(
0
1)k2 
P o1 kH11vG(o1)k2. That is, from Lemma 1 (see also (89)),
01 yields more harvested energy given the same achievable
rate. For kH21vG(01)k2 < kH21vG(o1)k2, we have to
consider two cases – kH11vG(01)k2  kH11vG(o1)k2 or
kH11vG(01)k2 < kH11vG(o1)k2. The former case corre-
sponds to the case that 01 with P
0
1 = P
o
1 yields more
harvested energy and more achievable rate. For the latter
case, from Propositions 1 and 2, 01 does not exist satisfying
kH21vG(01)k2 < kH21vG(o1)k2 and kH11vG(01)k2 <
kH11vG(o1)k2, simultaneously. Therefore, all cases contra-
dict the statement that o1 yields the boundary point of the
achievable CR E for the Geodesic energy beamforming.
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Fig. 7. Geometry of Geodesic beamforming vector.
APPENDIX C
PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 2
1) Proof of Theorem 1: Let us assume that vo1 is an optimal
beamforming vector yielding a boundary point of the optimal
R-E region. Then, from Proposition 3, the optimal solution
implies that, there is no beamforming vector v1 that has
kH11v1k2
kH21v1k2 >
kH11vo1k2
kH21vo1k2
: (90)
First, we define cos(oE1) = jvHE vo1j; cos(oL1) = jvHL vo1j,
where oE1 (resp. 
o
L1) is the principal angle between vE (resp.
vL) and vo1. Then, similarly to (87), kH11vo1k2 and kH21vo1k2
can be represented as
kH11vo1k2=cos2(oE1)211;1+sin2(oE1)
MX
i=2
2Ei
2
11;i;
kH21vo1k2=cos2(oL1)221;M+sin2(oL1)
M 1X
i=1
2Li
2
21;i; (91)
where
PM
i=2 
2
Ei = 1 and
PM 1
i=1 
2
Li = 1. Note that for v
0
1
with 0E1 < 
o
E1, we have the inequality shown at the top of
the next page. This implies that as the principal angle between
vE and v1 (denoted as E1) decreases, kH11v1k2 increases
(monotonic decreasing). Similarly, we can find that kH21v1k2
is monotonic increasing with respect to the principal angle L1
between vL and v1. Therefore, to maximize
kH11v1k2
kH21v1k2 =
cos2(E1)
2
11;1+sin
2(E1)
PM
i=2 
2
Ei
2
11;i
cos2(L1)221;M+sin
2(L1)
PM 1
i=1 
2
Li
2
21;i
;(93)
both E1 and L1 should be minimized.
Now, we assume that vo1 is not on the Geodesic curve
between [V11]1 and [V21]M . We can always find v1 such
that E1 < oE1 and L1 < 
o
L1 on the Geodesic curve. Note
that the minimum value of E1 + L1 = E as in (29) (see
also Fig. 7).
2) Proof of Theorem 2: Then, similarly to (87), kH22w2k2
(resp. kH12w2k2) can be represented as
kH22w2k2 = cos2(I2)222;1 + sin2(I2)
MX
i=2
2Ii
2
22;i;
kH12w2k2 = cos2(L2)212;1 + sin2(L2)
M 1X
i=1
2Li
2
12;i; (94)
where oI2 (resp. 
o
L2) is the principal angle between wI (resp.
wL) and w2 and
PM
i=2 
2
Ii = 1 and
PM
i=2 
2
Li = 1. Note
that, similarly to Theorem 1, we can find that kH22w2k2
(resp. kH12w2k2) is monotonic decreasing with respect to
the principal angle I2 (resp. L2). From (34), to maximize
the achievable rate and harvested energy, both I2 and L2
should be minimized. Then, we assume that w2 is not on the
Geodesic curve between [V22]1 and [V12]1. We can always
find w02 such that 
0
I2 < I2 and 
0
L2 < L2 on the Geodesic
curve. Note that the minimum value of I2 + L2 = I .
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